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Abstract

In this technical report, we discuss our 5th place solution
for the Segmentation track of Open Images 2019 competi-
tion on Kaggle.com. Our solution consists of two pipelines -
an Object Detection pipeline that generates bounding boxes
for each individual objects; and a Segmentation pipeline
which generates final object mask within each predicted
bounding box. We also introduce a novel Weighted Box
Fusion (WBF) ensembling algorithm that boosts the per-
formance by ensembling predictions from different models.

1. Introduction
Computer vision has advanced considerably but is still

challenged in matching the precision of human perception.
Google AI hopes that having a single dataset with unified
annotations for image classification, object detection, visual
relationship detection, and instance segmentation will stim-
ulate progress towards genuine scene understanding.

In this 3rd track of Open Images Challenge 2019 [1],
contestants are provided with a training set that represents
2.1M segmentation masks for object instances in 300 cat-
egories; with a validation set containing an additional 23k
masks. These data sets are annotated using a state-of-the-art
segmentation labeling process in an iterative fashion with a
focus on high label quality.

Annotating segmentation masks is a much more time
consuming and labor intensive process than annotating
boxes, and we have more labeled classes in Object Detec-
tion (500) than in Segmentation (300), this means we have
much more annotated bounding boxes than masks. Can we
leverage on the richer Object Detection (OD) dataset we
are given, as well as our OD models which have already

achieved above 0.6 mAP, to build an even more robust seg-
mentation model? With this idea in mind, our team has cre-
ated a solution which builds a class-agonistic UNET [8] and
FPN [6] models on top of our OD model.

This solution much simplified our task where we can re-
use our predictions from OD models. Our OD accuracy
has reached above 0.6, therefore, we have good quality of
bounding boxes to begin with. On the other hand, we train a
class-agonistic UNET and FPN models with all segmenta-
tion masks, which by itself has avoided the class-imbalance
problem of the dataset.

To further improve our accuracy on the Leader Board, we
also trained instance segmentation model separately using
the segmentation masks only. This training gives slightly
worse result than our first proposed UNET/FPN method, but
it gives additional model diversity and score liftings when
ensembled into the final submission.

We will also discuss our Weighed Box Fusion algorithm
which efficiently ensembles different models. Our final sub-
mission is an ensemble of UNET/FPN and instance seg-
mentation models using Weighted Box Fusion algorithm,
which achieved 5th place on final Leader Board.

2. Methodology
The provided ground truth masks cover 300 classes with

extremely skewed distribution. The smallest class has only
14 labeled masks, where the largest has 173,786. In order
to overcome this class-inbalanced issue, we trained a class-
agonistic UNET and FPN models that only learns the se-
mantic features of masks, without having to memorize the
object categories. To train a separate instance segmentation
model, on the other hand, we first started by training the
model by uniform sampling on entire images. When the
model converges, we switched to sub-training on minority
classes - basically, we sorted all 300 classes based on la-



bels counts in descending order, and continued to fine tuned
our converged model on the bottom 150 classes to further
converge it and to boost score on the minority classes. Sub-
training improved the model performance by around 0.15-
0.2 of mAP on Leader Board.

Our final solution is an ensemble of both UNET/FPN
models and instance segmentation models with WBF, which
achieved public Leader Board score of 0.5368 and private
Leader Board score of 0.5022.

Our solution is implemented based on Keras [4], Tensor-
pack [9] and MMDetection [3]. The UNET/FPN models
are built entirely using Keras, where instance segmentation
models are built using Tensorpack and MMDetection.

Figure 1 above shows our overall solution pipeline. In
the next few sub-sessions, we will talk about the implemen-
tation details for each model.

2.1. Class-agonistic UNET and FPN

Our UNET/FPN is trained using segmentation masks
provided by the competition as training data. Basically, we
feed the cropped the image from bounding box, and resize
the cropped image to a fixed dimension, which in our case
is RGB 224 x 224. We also resize the ground truth mask
into the same dimension, i.e. 224 x 224. This resized image
with its resized binary mask forms one pair of training data
for UNET and FPN.

We trained FPN model with ResNet50 backbone and
UNET model with ResNet152 backbone, both with in-
put dimension of 224 x 224. We used instance nor-
malization to replace all batch normalizations within de-
coders. FPN model has additional 300 inputs with class of
box. This additional input transformed into (7x7x300) and
(14x14x300) one-hot matrices and added to first and second
block of decoder. As ablation study, we have shown that the
UNET model without using additional input of object label
achieved LB score of 0.4947. Using this additional input,
our UNET achieved LB score of 0.5142, which has around
0.02 performance boost.

Training of both segmentation models were similar. We
used uniform classes batch generation to partially beat class
imbalance problem. Before applying standard augmenta-
tion we also randomly moved corners of boxes for around
5% of width and height of box. With this we emulate in-
accuracy of object detection model. So we teach our seg-
mentation model to predict on inaccurate boxes as well.
After extracting image from box we also apply large set
of standard augmentations from albumentation [2] library
like: HorizontalFlip, Rotate, Noise, Blur, RGBShift, Ran-
domBrightnessContrast, Elastic Transform, Grid Distor-
tion, Jpeg Compression. It was very useful for classes with
small number of entries.

During inference, we take the averaged predicted proba-
bilities from both models for each image as the ensembled

predicted probabilities. We predict two times for original
image and for mirrored one. Then apply threshold of 0.5 to
convert the probabilities into binary mask. We run inference
for each image from our best OD predicted boxes, and the
public Leader Board score for the ensembled UNET/FPN
models is 0.5333.

2.2. Instance Segmentation model

We used both tensorpack and MMDetection as training
tools for instance segmentation models. For tensorpack, we
trained Faster RCNN models with ResNet101 as backbone,
as well as with Cascade. For one model, we used group nor-
malization while for the other one, we used freezed batch
normalization. Both models are trained from COCO pre-
training weights.

2.3. Weighted Box Fusion

When ensembling bounding boxes, there will be many
overlapping boxes that have high IOU values (i.e. IOU
>0.5) with each other. These boxes are from different mod-
els whose information may be lost if the boxes are sim-
ply removed. Therefore, instead of directly removing those
boxes with lower probabilities like in algorithm of NMS, we
will weighted average the boxes based on their coordinates
and probabilities.

In our proposed WBF algorithm, for each class in each
image, we will first find all overlapping bounding boxes
with IOU larger than a pre-defined threshold. Second,
within those selected boxes, we will weighted average each
of the four coordinates across all boxes. The weighted av-
eraging is done based on each box’s prediction score.

2.4. Ensemble: Weighted Boxes Fusion applied to
masks (WBFM)

During final model ensembles, we first convert all masks
into their corresponding bounding boxes. When applying
WBF to the bounding boxes, we select IOU threshold of
0.65 and merge all bounding boxes that 1) belonging to the
same class 2) having IOU of 0.65. WBF will merge those
bounding boxes which fullfill the above 2 criteria into one
final box.

After applying WBF to bounding boxes to get the final
box, we will calculate the final prediction scores for each
pixel within the final bounding box, using each of the orig-
inal binary mask multiplied by the mask’s prediction score.
For each pixel within the final bounding box, we will con-
vert those that have prediction scores larger than the aver-
aged score to be 1, and pixels less than the averaged to be 0.
This will give us the final binary mask after applying WBF
algorithm.

This wraps up the basic step of WBFM that will be ap-
plied to every mask of every class.



Figure 1. Final model.

3. Data

All our models are trained based on Open Image 2019
dataset provided by the competition. Some of our models
are initialized with weights pre-trained on ImageNet [5] or
COCO datasets [7].

4. Conclusion

During competition we find out that combination of Ob-
ject Detection model with segmentation models like Unet
and FPN in our case works better than independent instance
segmentation models. Also we think that our masks ensem-
ble algorithm can be improved to give better performance,
because WBF in object detection works much better.
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